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Perspectives on the World Christian Movement
1981 perspectives on the world christian
movement third edition is a collection of
readings exploring the biblical historical
cultural and strategic dimensions of world
evangelization writings from more than 90
mission scholars and practitioners introduce
lay people and students to the astounding
potential of the global christian movement
each of the 125 articles offers practical
wisdom enabling christians to labor together
in bold biblical hope to finish the task of
seeing christ named and followed among all the
peoples of the earth
World Christian Encyclopedia 2019-11-30 the
world christian encyclopedia now in its 3rd
edition documents the changing status of world
christianity over the past 120 years from
historical and social scientific perspectives
it records the continued shift of christianity
to the global south and contains estimates for
religious and nonreligious affiliation in
every country of the world including detail on
christianity to the denominational level this
reference work features comprehensive
descriptions of all christian traditions
including current information on the
uniqueness of christian experiences around the
world
World Mission (Combined Edition): 1994-06-01
back by popular demand this work was
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originally three volumes in length but is now
reprinted as a single volume this manual
integrates essential and relevant articles
from perspectives on the world christian
movement reader and the perspectives study
guide leading the student into deeper broader
mission understanding and vision by covering
the biblical historical foundations the
strategic dimensions and cross cultural
considerations
The World's Christians 2021-04-12 this
accessible textbook describes christianity the
world s largest religion in all of its
historical and contemporary diversity no other
publication includes so much information or
presents it so clearly and winsomely this
volume employs a religious studies approach
that is neutral in tone yet accommodates the
lived experiences of christians in different
traditions and from all regions of the globe
the world s christians is a perfect textbook
for either public university classrooms or
liberal arts campuses divided into three parts
the text first describes the world s four
largest christian traditions eastern orthodox
roman catholic protestant and pentecostal
which together account for roughly 98 percent
of all christians worldwide a second section
focuses on christian history explaining the
movement s developing ideas and practices and
examining christianity s engagement with
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people and cultures around the world the third
and longest portion of the text details the
distinctive experiences contemporary
challenges and demographics of christians in
nine geographic regions including the middle
east sub saharan africa latin america eastern
and western europe south asia north america
east asia and oceania the second edition of
this popular text has been thoroughly
rewritten to take recent developments into
account and each chapter now includes two
primary source readings highlighting the
diversity of voices that exist within the
world christian movement like the first
edition the revised text is enhanced with
easily understandable maps charts tables and
illustrative photographs in summary this new
and improved second edition of the world s
christians is written in a clear style that
readers will find engaging enriched by the
addition of thought provoking primary source
readings thoroughly revised to bring the story
of christianity up to the 2020s more
geographically comprehensive than any
competing text more theologically
ecclesiastically comprehensive than any
competing text amply illustrated with maps
charts tables and photographs perfect for use
in the classroom or for general readers who
want to understand the full diversity of
christianity as it currently exists around the
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world
Perspectives on the World Christian Movement
(4th Edition) 2009-06-01 perspectives on the
world christian movement presents a multi
faceted collection of readings exploring the
biblical historical cultural and strategic
dimensions of world evangelization writings
from more than 150 mission scholars and
practitioners over 60 of them new to this
edition portray the history and anticipate the
potential of the global christian movement
every one of the 170 articles and side bars
offers practical wisdom enabling christians to
labor together in bold biblical hope to finish
the task of seeing that christ is named and
followed among all the peoples of the earth
the fourth edition contains over 60 articles
and sidebars that are new to this edition many
articles have been updated and revised
Global Christianity 2022-09-06 explore
christian life in every corner of the world
christianity is now a majority global south
religion with more believers living in africa
asia and latin america than in europe and
north america however most americans have
little exposure to christians around the world
in addition the united states is still the
country that sends the most international
missionaries while many american churches
support missionaries overseas they may not
understand the beliefs practices histories and
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challenges christians experience abroad global
christianity is an accessible quick reference
guide to the global church filled with at a
glance maps and charts it puts relevant and up
to date information into the hands of churches
mission organizations and individuals useful
for prayer missions outreach and study of the
global church this is the new standard
resource on the world s largest religion
understand christianity within each continent
country tradition and movement with current
demographic information from the united
nations research from the center for the study
of global christianity a focus on historical
sociological political and religious contexts
things to consider within each local context
such as political conflicts church state
relations religious freedom gender equality
education health economics and climate change
this resource will satisfy those looking for
background on the global church and equip
individuals and churches to strategically pray
for give to and unite with fellow christians
around the world
How to Be a World-Class Christian 2009-12-01
how to be a world class christian shows the
reader how to expand in understanding
scripture increase in global praying and
intensify crosscultural outreach beginning at
home
World Christian Encyclopedia 2001 the expanded
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updated edition of a classic reference source
the comprehensive survey of the status of thje
world s largest religion in 238 countries many
tables charts diagrams maps photographs and a
rich text present a unmatched look at 33 800
christian denominations 12 000 dioceses 5 000
missions and other groups all set against a
detailed historical political social cultural
demographic background
World Christianity and the Unfinished Task
2021-03-15 this book is a short introduction
to one of the most remarkable transformations
in the modern world that many people still do
not know about in 1900 more than 80 percent of
the world s christians lived in europe and
north america and nearly all of the world s
missionaries were sent out from the west to
the rest in a dramatic turn of events
christianity experienced a decidedly southern
shift during the twentieth century today
nearly 70 percent of the world s 2 5 billion
christians live in africa asia and latin
america while nearly half of all missionaries
are being sent out into all the world from
places like brazil ethiopia and south korea
this book is intended to change the way
readers think about the church and challenge
the way the western christians engage in
contemporary missions
Global Gospel 2015-11-10 in this pathbreaking
book award winning author douglas jacobsen
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describes global christianity and provides a
framework for understanding the varied
experiences of christians around the world
focusing on the five big continents of africa
asia europe latin america and north america
jacobsen recounts their differing histories
contemporary experiences and cultural
theologies in the current era of massive and
dynamic global challenges this accessible and
fair minded volume sets the stage for
christians worldwide to engage the gospel and
each other more deeply global gospel contains
numerous maps charts and illustrations that
aid comprehension accompanying videos can be
found on youtube s global christianity channel
youtube com globalchristianity
Hope for the World 2012-08-14 hope is
essential to human life without hope humanity
plunges into despair and life can lose all
purpose and meaning hope energizes people and
communities and also produces forbearance and
patience in this clear and accessible survey
which incorporates asian perspectives roland
chia shows how christian hope presses beyond
the limits of both secular and religious world
views and confronts the reality of pain
suffering and death in the light of the
crucifixion and resurrection of jesus christ
it is hope for god and in god
The World Christian 1997 christian mission
dana robert distils a quarter of a century of
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her research into an erudite and accessible
single volume account of how christianity
became the largest religious tradition in the
world there is no better place for any reader
to start becoming informed about this
important subject david hempton harvard
university remarkable for the range and depth
of the material robert is able to pack into so
short a book reliable and readable it is
especially valuable for its treatment of the
relation between western and non western
missionary activity david a hollinger
university of california berkeley dana robert
s richly textured book shows us that the
history of christian missions is far from
being merely a european colonial story and
will be immensely valuable to students and
general readers who are concerned to uncover
the historical roots of christianity s current
status as a truly global faith brian stanley
university of edinburgh the gospels record
that christ commanded his disciples to go
forth and teach all nations thus began the
history of christian mission a phenomenon
which brought about massive shifts in the
nature and practice of christianity and one
that many say reflects the single most
important movement of intercultural encounter
over a sustained period of human history to
understand christianity as a global movement
therefore it is essential to study the role of
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mission defined as the transmission of the
gospel across cultures erudite and
enlightening this brief book explores the 2
000 years of mission history covering topics
such as the meaning of the missionary through
history gender and missions and missions in
culture and politics given that in the twenty
first century christianity is now largely
practiced outside the west christian mission
is an inspirational and invaluable resource to
broaden our understanding of the nature of
christianity as a truly multi cultural world
religion
Christian Mission 2011-09-09 written in an
engaging style and intended largely for a lay
audience the evangelization of the world tells
the remarkable story of how christianity grew
from an insignificant jewish sect in the first
century until by the beginning of the twenty
first century it had become the world s first
truly global religion the book is careful to
explain historical context and mission theory
but the foci of the narrative are the great
personalities of mission the apostle paul st
martin of tours st patrick st francis xavier
john eliot count von zinzendorf william carey
robert morrison david livingstone mary slessor
albert schweitzer and many others who make
this account of the expansion of the church a
fascinating and often dramatic tale in
addition the book does not neglect the great
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mission conferences of the twentieth century
nor does it avoid the controversial aspects of
mission that in many instances continue to vex
the movement today
World Handbook for the World Christian 1976
there are an estimated 600 million
evangelicals in the world today crossing
cultures histories languages politics and
nationalities evangelicals around the world a
global handbook for the 21st century
introduces the fastest growing segment of the
global christian church to the world and to
each other bringing together a team of multi
disciplined scholars writers activists and
leaders from around the world this handbook
provides a compelling look at the diverse
group we call evangelicals in this guide
written by those who know the movement the
best the issues that divide and the beliefs
that unite this global christian movement are
presented in a journalistic fashion
evangelicals around the world describes the
past and the present the unique characters and
the powerful ministries of evangelicals with a
large trim size and colorful page design this
beautiful book is the perfect choice for
laypeople and scholars alike features include
essays written by senior leaders of the
movement and newer voices with fresh
perspectives articles written by journalists
convey diverse and creative perspectives on
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ministry essays provide the demographic
details of evangelicals in regions around the
world maps graphs photographs quotes and mini
profiles of evangelical heroes throughout time
The Evangelization of the World: 2012-12-06
back by popular demand this three volume work
is now reprinted as a single volume this
manual leads the student into a deeper broader
mission understanding and vision by covering
the biblical historical foundations the
strategic dimensions and cross cultural
considerations
Evangelicals Around the World 2015-07-14 the
christian era is at an end after two thousand
years the religious faith that has shaped
western civilisation has been found wanting so
argues lloyd geering in a controversial
examination of society and religion in which
he looks at the reasons for christianity s
decline and the likely shape of spirituality
in a global future geering a renowned writer
and thinker on social and religious issues
warns of endings and potential catastrophes
but he sees grounds for hope in our increasing
awareness of our human predicament claiming
that a new global consciousness could provide
the spiritual dimension to an evolving
international culture
World Mission: The Biblical 1994 perspectives
on the world christian movement presents a
multi faceted collection of readings exploring
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the biblical historical cultural and strategic
dimensions of world evangelization writings
from more than 150 mission scholars and
practitioners over 60 of them new to this
edition portray the history and anticipate the
potential of the global christian movement
every one of the 170 articles and side bars
offers practical wisdom enabling christians to
labor together in bold biblical hope to finish
the task of seeing that christ is named and
followed among all the peoples of the earth
the fourth edition contains over 60 articles
and sidebars that are new to this edition many
articles have been updated and revised
Perspectives on the World Christian Movement
(International Combined Edition) 2009-06
meditations on ordinary life as part of a
larger story we human beings are creatures of
time and space writes frederick bauerschmidt
we have no choice but to find ourselves at a
particular place in a particular moment
fortunately as christians we worship a god who
became embodied and lived among us the
timeless word who became the word in time thus
it is no contradiction for us to expect to
find our stories in the larger story of god s
ongoing dealings with the world this truth is
nowhere more evident than in preaching which
of necessity speaks to particular occasions
throughout these thirty eight homilies
bauerschmidt finds the truth of scripture
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refracted through the lenses of current events
from the past decade including the coronavirus
pandemic as well as the seasons of the
liturgical year and momentous individual
occasions like baptisms weddings and funerals
his advice and examples will help preachers
heed paul s urging to be on point and
persuasive in season and out of season all
readers will be joyfully reminded of how
beautiful the world is when seen in its larger
context illuminated by the light of eternity
The World to Come 2015-12-23 these 1987 reith
lectures are an attempt to isolate and
identify the political and social ideas
employed by contemporary christians beginning
with a critical analysis of the modern
politicization of religion dr norman proceeds
to an examination of specific areas in which
the conflict of ideologies has elicited strong
christian responses in the social radicalism
and marxism of the latin american churches in
the human rights controversy over religious
conditions in the soviet union in the racial
and national upheavals of southern africa the
result is a wide ranging discussion of present
tendencies and a general scepticism about the
property of associating christianity with any
set of political values publisher
Perspectives on the World Christian Movement
2009 what is the world council of churches
this illustrated introduction answers that
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question it explores the wcc s nature as a
fellowship of churches the areas and concerns
which are the focus of the council s
programmes the major events of its history the
contribution it has made to christian thought
and its relations with churches and other
organizations the final chapter asks whether
the world council really matters and includes
discussion of criticisms levelled against it
How Beautiful the World Could Be 2022-02-08
the college text examines the problem of
integrating other world religions with the
uniqueness and finality of christ secular
approaches of troeltsch toynbee jung as well
as christian evangelical mainline protestant
catholic models are reviewed an evolving
theocentric model which questions the
universality uniqueness of christianity is the
revisionist position propounded by the author
john hiek raimundo panikkar stanley samartha
others
Christianity and the World Order 1979 veteran
missionary and missiologist c gordon olson has
distilled his knowledge and experience to
produce an introductory text to missions that
is marked by its balance between theory and
practice
Introducing the World Council of Churches 2001
a country by country prayer guide the world is
getting smaller cutting ourselves off from
christians around the world is not an option
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in many countries the rise of persecution
fuels concern over the safety and rights of
believers while other nations that used to be
closed to the gospel are seeing unprecedented
numbers of conversions to christianity as
global ambassador of the world evangelical
alliance what dr brian stiller experiences on
the ground in these nations is often counter
to our impressions as he listens to people s
ideas and observes their innovations he
invites you to see and hear what he does an
insider s guide to praying for the world
includes country specific insights calling us
to a deeper understanding of the christian
church and witness each chapter also provides
prayer challenges that come from believers in
the country as well as maps and sample prayers
nations from every continent are included be
inspired to learn about other lands both
familiar ones such as china and kenya and ones
you may know very little about like sri lanka
and bangladesh but more important take part in
god s work by praying for the real needs of
your brothers and sisters around the world
The World Christian 1991 the question of what
makes life worth living is more vital now than
ever in today s pluralistic postsecular world
universal values are dismissed as mere matters
of private opinion and the question of what
constitutes flourishing life for ourselves our
neighbors and the planet as a whole is
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neglected in our universities our churches and
our culture at large although we increasingly
have technology to do almost anything we have
little sense of what is truly worth
accomplishing in this provocative new
contribution to public theology world renowned
theologian miroslav volf named america s new
public intellectual by scot mcknight on his
jesus creed blog and matthew croasmun explain
that the intellectual tools needed to rescue
us from our present malaise and meet our new
cultural challenge are the tools of theology a
renewal of theology is crucial to help us
articulate compelling visions of the good life
find our way through the maze of contested
questions of value and answer the fundamental
question of what makes life worth living
No Other Name? 1985 global action is a
comprehensive study cours e covering the
basics of christian discipleship with a part
icular focus on understanding the bible
knowing god unders tanding ourselves and
christian mission
What in the World Is God Doing 2003-06 god is
up to something and his plans are far greater
than you might imagine christianity is not
merely about isolated individuals going to
heaven it s about god transforming the entire
world and making things right sicknesses will
be healed sins will be forgiven injustice will
be eradicated and all creation will be
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redeemed but this is not merely a distant
future it s happening now through what jesus
came to establish the kingdom of god allen
wakabayashi reawakens you to the world
changing reality of the kingdom of god with
clear biblical insight he unpacks what jesus
proclaimed about the good news of the kingdom
and spells out the implications for you today
focusing on the kingdom of god will
revolutionize how you live out your faith how
you think about your world and how you explain
the good news about jesus ultimately
understanding yourself as a citizen of the
kingdom will empower you to be one of god s
change agents in the world god is at work to
restore everything to be the way he intended
it to be and you can be a part of what he is
doing get a glimpse of the kingdom coming and
experience his will being done on earth as it
is in heaven
An Insider's Guide to Praying for the World
2016-01-12 a deeper understanding of the grand
history of mission leads to a faithful
expression of god s mission today from the
beginning god s mission has been carried out
by people sent around the world from abraham
to jesus the thread that weaves its way
throughout scripture is a god who sends his
people across the world proclaiming his
kingdom as the world has evolved christian
mission continues to be a foundational
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tradition in the church in this one volume
textbook edward smither weaves together a
comprehensive history of christian mission
from the apostles to the modern church in each
era he focuses on the people sent by god to
the ends of the earth while also describing
the cultural context they encountered smither
highlights the continuity and development
across thousands of years of global mission
For the Life of the World (Theology for the
Life of the World) 2019-01-22 in the world
situation and god s move witness lee provides
a panoramic view of god s move throughout
human history he shows how god s detailed
arrangement of world affairs was instrumental
in the accomplishment of redemption and in the
initial spread of the gospel he further shows
how god has been moving throughout church
history to gain a proper expression
Global Action 1997 written in an engaging
style and intended largely for a lay audience
the evangelization of the world tells the
remarkable story of how christianity grew from
an insignificant jewish sect in the first
century until by the beginning of the twenty
first century it had become the world s first
truly global religion the book is careful to
explain historical context and mission theory
but the foci of the narrative are the great
personalities of mission the apostle paul st
martin of tours st patrick st francis xavier
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john eliot count von zinzendorf william carey
robert morrison david livingstone mary slessor
albert schweitzer and many others who make
this account of the expansion of the church a
fascinating and often dramatic tale in
addition the book does not neglect the great
mission conferences of the twentieth century
nor does it avoid the controversial aspects of
mission that in many instances continue to vex
the movement today
Kingdom Come 2009-09-20 though the makeup of
the church worldwide has undeniably shifted
south and east over the past few decades very
few theological resources have taken account
of these changes jesus without borders the
first volume in the emerging majority world
theology series begins to remedy that lack
bringing together select theologians and
biblical scholars from various parts of the
world to discuss the significance of jesus in
their respective contexts offering an
excellent glimpse of contemporary global
evangelical dialogue on the person and work of
jesus this volume epitomizes the best
christian thinking from the majority world in
relation to western christian tradition and
scripture the contributors engage throughout
with historic christian confessions especially
the creed of chalcedon and unpack their
continuing relevance for christian teaching
about jesus today
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World Christianity, 1970-2000 2001
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